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• T} go m*r> /'< m
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Forty-eight university students were selected on the 
basis of their ratines on the Harris Tests of Lateral Domin­
ance, and were divided among five handedness groups (strong 
right, moderate right, nixed, moderate left and strong Toft), 
Their scores for each oar on a dic’iotic listening test none 
com.gared.
In view of himura’s (Iffl) findings that the dominant 
ear is contralateral, to the dominant hemisphere for speech 
and the once accepted theory that speech represent:...tion is 
in the left cerebral hemisphere for right-handers and in the 
right for left-handers3 difference in earednoss scores mould 
be expected for all but the mixed group.
A significant difference between oars was found for 
only the two right-handed groups. A significant linear trend 
was found for the right ear across handedness mroiww;. Suw'-eat- 
ions for further research are made.
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The first spark for this stoop cane fro-. a.L. bchtow's 
invitational address to the Canadian Psychological acsoo.;™ 
ation which appeared in the Canadian Psychologist Oeiebr-r, 
19r5» It brought to nlnd experiences in h a  clinical fiola 
of trying to assess the seriousness of miineor-uriting and 
reading disabilities in chilli on odnck sunned to be connected 
in some vague eng with nixed lateral dominance.
The author wishes to express her gr,-atitu.de to Dr, C. n. 
hushniek for his tine, interest and patience in directing 
this study. Sincere appreciation is als^ extended to the 
two headers, Dr. fh E. Callagau a,id J»V. Brown for their moral 
and active support during the most critical stages. Finally 
a note of 'thanks goes to the seventy-five students who took 
time out during the busiest tine of the academic pour to 
act as subjects for this research.
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CiiAP-.:?2n i 
IbhflOrJUCflOi:
For many years the concept of lateral dominance appear­
ed to be simple and straight forward. Handedness, the most 
familiar form of lateral dorninan.ee, was thought to be the 
result of the contralateral cerebral hemisphere being the 
dominant or major one. There is a great amount of empirical 
evidence that the voluntary motor functions of one side of 
the body are controlled by the cerebral hemisphere or the 
opposite, or contralateral side in normal human subjects.
If one interprets dominant as meaning strongest or most in­
fluential, then it is logical to vies/ the contralateral hemi­
sphere as the dominant hemisphere in handedness. It would 
also be logical then to assume that other aspects of later­
ality would be similarity invested in the dominant hemisphere 
such that a right-handed person would also be right-footed, 
right-oyed, etc.
According to some authorities (fardner 19515 Hanson d: 
Clark 1959) the dominant hemisphere is considered the loca­
tion of the speech and handedness are closely connected. It 
was from studies of aphasia (a general term which includes 
many language disorders due to brain lesions) that much of 
the evidence was obtained which supported the dominant hemi­
sphere- handedness- speech theory. Until recently, information
1
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as to which homi sphere was in fact the dominant one for 
speech was only available from the results of neurological 
lesions or neurosurgery.
It was also through the study of aphasia that the 
handedness-cerebral dominance theory was challenged. Penfield 
and Roberts (1959) state that the left hemisphere is dominant 
for speech regardless of handedness. Others (Goodglass & 
Quadfasel 195*+? Brain 1965-) take a- less extreme view -- that 
there is no causal relationship between handedness and domin­
ance for speech ("brainedness") but that each develops indend- 
ently. There are, however, strong tendencies for humans to 
be right-handed and to develop speech dominance in the left 
cerebral hemisphere. Still others (Gillies, MacSweeney & 
Zangwill I960, Milner, Branch & Rasmussen 196k) although not 
denying that most dextrals (right-handers) and many sinistrals 
(left-handers) have left-hemisphere speech dominance, maintain 
that the right hemisphere is more likely to play a more import­
ant part in speech in people who are left-handed or ambidextrous. 
There are an increasing numbor of authors (Goodglass w ^u^dfasol 
195!+, Iiecaen & Piercy 1956, Gillies et al I960, Milner ot al 
1965-, Benton 1965, Brydon 1965) who suggest that at least sores 
persons who are left-handed or ambidextrous may not have develop- 
ed the usual unilateral hemisphere specialisation and may be 
"ambilateral" to some degree.
For many years information us to the dominant hemisphere 
for speech could be 'obtained only from the results of iiei-re- 
surgery or focal brain lesions. Somewhat more conclusive info 
ution can now bo obtained in such cases through, the use of tbm
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
3"CocM.p.™ h-vytal .n Rmww u Test" (Us. da R. Rasmussen i960), This 
tost involves intracarotid injections of sodium a^ytal, one 
side ;.;t a tlm-c on successive days, This anytal injection 
results in immediate short term hemipl07is. (naralysis of one 
side of the body) nod, if the d ^  to ant hemisphere 'br spooch 
is involved, some aphasia. This tochnh.uo is gaining wide 
neceptance as a method of estubli shiny the doninart hemisphere 
for speech (Penfield a Roberts 1953, Lausdell 1062, Milner 
et al 196'h3 Renton i960). Unf ortunatoly, there are ris’vs 
involved in this technique so that its use on subjects without 
neuropathology cannot be justified (Uiln-sr ot al Ij'fk).
However, there now appears to be a technique which can 
be used with normals which indirectly indicates which hemi­
sphere is dominant for speech, hivura (1961) found that the 
ear contralateral to the dominant hemisphere for speech, ,.,s 
established by the anytal tost, is the •■-'.ore efficient on a 
dichotic listening test, Using a technique dovoloptU by 
Croadbent (195'+) she presented different digits simultaneously 
to each ear, through stereo earphones attached to a stereo 
tape recorder. Kitnura found that the subject is usually able 
to report more of the digits arriving at the car that is 
contralateral to that subject's dominant hemisphere for 
speech that he can from the ipsilateral ear. She explains 
this "earedness" in terms of the greater efficiency of the 
crossed auditory pathway. It appears that this effect is 
most likely to be found when there is competition between the 
two ears. Successive or unilateral presentation does not
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
usually produce a difference (Kimura 1963a, Palmer 196*fa).
It Is also possible to show little or no difference with the 
dichnotic technique if the material presented is not of a 
sufficient level of difficulty (Kimura 1961).
Part of the confusion surrounding the concept of handed­
ness may have arisen from the custom of regarding it as a 
dichotomy of right versus left, or in some cases, as right 
versus- left and ambidextrous lumped together (Milner et al 
196*4-). There are many who feel that it should be regarded 
as a continuum or graded dimension (Goodglass & Quadfasel 
195*+} Harris 19575 Gillies et al i960, Palmer 196*+b). This 
approach immediately raises the problem of classification or 
measurement. The traditional index, hand used for writing, 
although still being used (e.g. Bryden 1964-b) would seem to 
serve only for a dichotomous concept. A slightly more complex 
approach Involves the relative skill of the two hands in a 
stylus steadiness test (Simon 196*+). Another method is the 
questionaire (Humphrey 1951, Crovitz & Zener 1962, Bryden 
1965) on which the subject reports which hand he uses for 
various common activities. Harris (1957, 1958) combined the 
questionaire, skill, and other performance items into a short 
test battery on the basis of which a judgment can be made as 
to which of five handedness groups a subject belongs (viz. 
strongly right-handed, moderately right-handed, mixed, moder­
ately ].eft-handed, or strongly left-handed).
There are of course other aspects of laterality besides 
handedness. Ocular dominance was. investigated by Crovitz
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
(19-1) 3 Crovitn a Honor (19-62-) an! Hilborn 1 Conklim (106b), 
Difference between right and left visual fields were studied 
by Bryden & Rainey (1963) and T'ryolen (196b). Tactile sensi­
tivity vas examined by boinstein <1 Berson (1961) and Ritrliu.rgh, 
Fitzhugh & lleitan (!'' , while Freeschels (I.961) invostiyatcd
"tonguedne-ss"» There ;.,re even those who argue that -there are 
personality differences between right- and loft--h.;,ndors 
(Palmer ln6l). Traditionally, dominance of eye ana foot were 
thought to bo olosoly rolutfA to that of the hwod, but there 
seems to be considerable difference' of opinion on this. 
G-oodylass h fuadfasel (1952-) believe that all these functions 
establish themselves independently. Morroll (19 57) claims 
that there is a close relationship between the preferred foot 
and the preferred hand but not between baud and eye. Drydon
(1960) apparently assumes a close connection between hand ,_.nd 
foot for he uses "foot used for kicking" as one of his indices 
of handedness. Humphrey (1951) found that 71 per cent o:° 
strongly left-handed subjects were also loft-eyed. Froecohels
(1961) found 70 per cent congrvity between handedness ana 
footed ness, b-0 per cent botv/een handedness and 0'redness and 
20 per cent between all three.
Available information on the dominant oar is almost us 
confusing. Calearo a Antonelli (196-3) presented '’interrupted 
and distorted speech tests" to one ear at a time, to patients 
with unilateral temporal lobe lesions and to a snail grown of 
normals. The normals shower] no difference between, ears but 
the patients showed a marked inferiority of t’-w car contra­
lateral to the lesion. Palmer (l°6ha) using a monaural
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
technique with uordli sts of descend .mgg volume, nought to 
cliff "■routi.aie between too fhrosho'1 fc for the two 00.00: tot 
fount only mild support for the superiority of the right our. 
Gorso (lfo3) using a large number of subjects found nu avwu,g 
diifercij.ee between the tvo Cars of somewhat loos than 9 Gb. 
in pure tone thresholds.
himura (1961.) did find a difference between s,ue5 us 
discussed above, with both patients ana normal eonsrols. In 
a Tutor study usinp right-handed normal subjects, ''iwuru 
(1969) again found a right ear superiority for dipits present 
cd dichotically, but found a loft e..,.r superiority using 
melodies presented in the came manner uith the same sub;5 acts, 
himura sees this apparent discrepency us being "related to 
the different roles of the right and loft hemisphere of the 
brain in verbal ana nonverbal perception" (himura lint- p. 356) 
thus, reinforcing her original conclusion.
The relationship between. this "earodness" for verbal 
material and handedness is still fur from clour. himura. 
(1961, 1963a) states that t nerc is no rcluoronsnip to handed” 
ness but carefully pichs only right-handers for her normal 
groups. In another study (1963b) 25 left-handers were cmitbo 
"since there are strong reasons for believing that the incid­
ence of right-sided speech representation is higher in nature 
left-handers" (himura 1963b p.6°9).
Bryden (1969) found the expected superiority of the 
right ear in a g roup of right-handed normal subjects using 
digits presented dichotically, but failed to find a signifi­
cant difference between ears in a group of left-handers. It
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should bo m'cou that Bryden gave his subjects extra i not .ruc­
tions be the effect that taey were be report all the irrnborc 
arriving at one ear before any iron, the ocher, The ear to 
be reported first yas alternated. These attention directing 
instructions nay have interfered with the competition between, 
ears which finnra (1963a) feels is necessary to demonstrata 
the effect. Bryden also had some difficulty in explaining 
some of his results and admitted to "the possibility of a 
sampling artifact" (.Bryden 1965 P»6).
Thus, there is as yet no report of a study replicating 
the method, with which Kimura obtained the relationship 
between the more efficient ear and the dominant hemisphere 
for speech, using normal subjects representing the full range 
of the dextral-sinistral continuum.
If the old theory of cerebral dominance-handedness- 
speech has any validity, the negative cases (right-brained 
right-handers and left-brained left-handers) which have 
been reported, would have to be explained in terms of the 
effects of the neuropathology, or perhaps these atypical 
cases actually fall In the ambidextrous or mixed catagory 
as to handedness. The former seems unlikely in view of the 
various group comparisons that have been made (e.g. Goodglass 
& Quadfasel 195*+) but the latter invites investigation.
This present study will attempt to asses the relation­
ship between handedness and "earedness" using normal subjects. 
By implication, if Kimura1s findings are valid, it should also 
provide some information on the relationship between handed­
ness and cerebral dominance for speech. The null hypothesis
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
nO
to be tested is therefore that ''..here is no systematic re­
lationship between handedness and earedness. If there is 
a systematic relationship one would expect it to be such 
that the strongly right-handed group would be strongly 
right-eared, the strongly left-handed group strongly left­
eared with the intermediate handedness groups falling in 
between these extremes on earedness as well.
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CHAPTER II
METHOD
Subj ects
Selection of subjects for testing with the Harris Tests 
(see below) eras based on students' own statements as to 
whether they were right- or left-handed. Seventy-five sub­
jects were tested in an attempt to fill each of the five 
handedness groups with ten Ss each., The total group con­
sisted of 75 students from the University of Windsor ranging 
in age from 17 to 3}-!-. Ho subject was used who was aware of 
having suffered any hearing loss or serious head injury. Thu 
two Ss were discarded on the basis of suspecting hearing loss, 
.mother S was discarded because the vision of one eye was 
seriously impaired, and a fourth g excluded due to right- 
sided muscular weakness. More subjects than was necessary 
were obtained for three of the five groups. The /I reawinirg 
Ss distributed themselves into the five Harris handedness 
groups as shown in Table 1 .
Harris Tests
The Harris Tests of Lateral Dominance (Harris 195 )^ 
omitting the optional tests, were administered individually 
to all subjects. The nature of tneso tost are as follows: 
Hand Dominance
1, S puntamir'"'d ten simple acts as throw a ball, cut
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
in
with a lanifg, ate. vL.ud used for each vac noted,
Tah1n I,,ik
Oeor vsition of Grows
I]said can ess lb. Ss Tested To. 2”. .... T~- .I IV .0 id k b  f
Girona liiyht 2 ? 1 2
irate hinht ('} b
hived! 1  0 -i a
hoderate Left 1 3 1 0
Girona Left I f 1 o
Total 7 1 ' t o
a For oval an,.at ion of sivpliaay procedure S C O  0 , 1 2
2, 2 vroto fho arvforc 1 to 12 with both hands simul­
taneously with vision blocked, fun’:)or of reversals ^ith 
each hand and better coordination vore noted.
3. G vrote his nave vlth each hand, Tiv.e and co­
ordination were noted.
lr, G made sinylo dots in successive esuaros with eefs 
i i a u d  separately, as q u i c k l y  sis possible, The nu'V'bor m O : iy; 
each hand in twenty seconds was recorded :,.s well as eooraw™ 
at!on.
y  £ dealt one half of a dec1' of clayinq cards with 
even hand, T w o  taken said hand seaway hotter coordination 
Vos recorded.
Eye Dov.iu.ance
1. S was asked to look throuyh a kaleidoscope, a 
telescope and siodit a toy rife. Eye used and shoofowr for
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rifle ""re noted.
- • K-f .'.v.*;. v  _/ • • *■-) ■. . ' ,.L , C  J: : U b  -U .i. U  Jv.; ..i.,
Vision Test which were I,eld in both hands, and then to sight 
through a hole In n 7H by 1CM! niece of c .iFUourd which wa.s 
held in both hands at arms length, Sighting eye was rocorcb-
Foot Do™!nance
1. S was ashed to hi eh a bewvbag era1 ‘ih.cn to recent 
it with the other foot. Foot first used and tlw,t showing 
the bettor coordination wore recorded.
2, S pantomimed stamping out a fire. Foot ' w d  wue 
rocordee.
hll tests core given a rating of strong right, "-odoiw.t 
right, -nixed, oOuerete left or strong loft in accordance wit 
the directions provided hy Harris (I9?S) • A similar rating 
was then obtained from these for total hand dominance, eve
j n
dominance and foot dominance, all of these rc,tin0s war'-' 
checked by a second rater. There was 9% lb per coat agree­
ment between the two raters for the ':}QQ ratings,
Dichotic Listening
Using a stereophonic tape rocorder (Philips model bOf) 
and stereo earphones, digits were presented simultaneously 
to each ear such that as one digit arrived at the right oar. 
a different digit arrived at the left, Two, 3-pair series 
were presented first for practice, followed by ten, 5-pair 
test series. The digits were presented at the rate of one 
pair per half-second, with twenty seconds between series to 
allow for reporting. The numbers one to nine were used.
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which necessitated the repetition oi at least one dipit in 
each series, any such repetition vac always presented to ■ 
the sane car no the original. Frequency of each number was 
balanced for the two ears as were initial and final numbers. 
Choice of series length and rate of presentation was made 
with regard for Kimura*s (19.61) warning that rather difficult 
material is necessary with normal subjects and Bryden*s (1962) 
findings that undergraduates correctly reported 65 per cent 
under these conditions.
Unfortunately, it was found during the pilot study 
that the sound reaching the two ears was not exactly equiva­
lent in volume or tone (the right appeared clearer) despite 
changes in the controls of the tape recorder. In an effort 
to balance the groups for this artifact, one-half of the Ss 
in each group used the earphones in the normal position and 
the other half used them reversed. This restricted the 
random choice of the experimental group from the larger 
group of that handedness rating. In the three groups where' 
more subjects were obtained than were necessary, five Ss 
were randomly selected from those who had used the earphones 
in the normal position and five from those who used them 
reversed.
All subjects were instructed to attend to both ears and 
to report everything that they heard in any order they wished. 
Their total verbal reports were recorded by the experimenter., 
The number of digits from each ear that was correctly report­
ed was scored for each series.
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CHAPTER III
■";TnTTT HC 
4. tlAOU j_) ± O
The primary data of this study consist of the number 
of correctly reported dibits from each ear. The group means 
for each ear are presented graphically in Figure 1.
This data —  the number of correct responses from each 
ear for each of the five handedness groups —  were subjected 
to a two-way (5 X 2) analysis of variance according to the 
method presented by ’diner (1962) for groups with unequal n. 
Table 2 presents the results of this analysis.
Table 2
Summary of Analysis of Variance
Source oo df '' q; F
Handedness a1 ‘ v «.35 i-f. 21.O'? < 1
Earedness 75f. CO I 75b. C U 11.72**
Interaction 55-7 . 50 Lr 136.97 p 1 Oie
Error 5565.2 96 65-. -u 1—
1
Total 6955.21
**p.CO^> = 0 .5-9 * . 10 = 2.06
Table 2 shows that there was no significant difference 
between the handedness groups on overall efficiency on the 
dichotic listening test. There is, however, a significant 
difference in overall efficiency between the two ears.
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Fig. 1. Mean number of digits correctly reported from each 
ear for each of the handedness groups.
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Referral to Figure 1 makes it apparent that the Ss showed 
overall superiority with the right ear in this study. The 
interaction, although not reaching the usual accepted level 
of significance, should not be completely ignored.
These results were then subjected to an analysis of 
simple effects (Winer 1962) of earedness for each of the 
handedness catagories. Table 3 presents a summary of this 
analysis.
Table 3
Analysis of Variance for Simple Effects
Source SS df MS F
Earedness for R group J+38. 68 1 >+38 .68 6.78*
Earedness for r group 699.2h 1 699.21+ 10.81**
Earedness for M group 138.80 1 138 .80 2 .1i+
Earedness for 1 group 23.0^ 1 23.0 +^ < 1
Earedness for L group 5.71 1 5.71 <1
Error 5565.28 86 6^.71
Note: R group - strong right *p.05 - 3.96
r group - moderate right **p.01 - 6.9^
M group - mixed 
1 group - moderat 
L group - strong
e left 
left
From Table 3 it can be seen that the difference between 
ears is not of the same magnitude for all of the handedness 
categories. Thus the moderate right and strong right groups 
show significant differences between ears, but the mixed 
and left-handed groups show no statistically significant 
differences.
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As the interaction in the main analyses approached 
significance, it was considered legitimate to break the data 
into two, one-way analysis of variance (viz. one for each 
ear) in order to assess any possible trends within the 
handedness groups and thus obtain the most clear-cut picture 
of the results. The results of these independent analyses 
are presented in Table *+«
Table b shows that even when taken separately the effect 
of handedness on ear efficiency is not significant for either 
ear. Nevertheless, there is a significant ascending linear 
trend in the data from the right ear and a descending linear 
trend approaching significance for the left ear. Thus, if 
the strongly left-handed group is considered as the low point 
on a continuom of increasing right handedness, as people be­
come more strongly right-handed the right ear increases in 
efficiency in a linear manner and the left ear trends toward 
a linear decrease in efficiency.
To test the possible correlation between handedness, 
eyedness and footedness the Contingency Coefficient was 
calculated as outlined by Siegel (1956). To meet the require­
ments for this test it was necessary to combine categories.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Table n
Results of One-Way Analyses of Variance and Trend analyses
Source df * ■' ft
night Ear 
Kandeeness 213-7 0 93.03 l.bb
Linear Trend 
"Residual
20-;. 9
0.3
1
3
2OQ.4-0 9.22**
1.63 Cl
Error
Total
2130.3 
234-8. c
5-3
07
99.63
Left Ear 
Handedness 319.7 9 97.93 1.23
Linear Trend 
Residual
271. 3
120.9
1
3
271.3 3.30* 
4-C. 13 <1
Error
Total
2A31.9b 
3751.6b
63
97
79.61
**p.C5 - ■,.( '/ *0.10 = 2. 59
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lb
For each comparison, the strong right and moderate right 
groups were combined into a single group, with the mixed, 
moderate left and strong left combined into the second group. 
Thus three, two-by-two contingency tables were d r a m  up and 
analyzed. 'Table 5 summarizes the results obtained. It 
should be kept in mind while referring to Table 5 that the 
maximum C (i.e. for a perfect correlation) on a two-by-two 
contingency table is .707.
Table 5 
Contingency Coefficients
Between Chi Sqare c. Significance
Hand & Eye 9. 'o7 • d-13 .01
Hand 0 Foot 17.06 .512 .001
Eye <1 Foot lb. 5b . 52b .001
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CHAPTER IV
D iscussio ;:
On the basis of the five-by-two analysis of variance 
of the main effects, the null nypothesis (i.e. no systematic 
relationship between handedness and earedness) cannot be 
rejected, despite the fact that the interaction approaches 
significance. The only significant main effect was the 
difference between ears. However, on further examination 
through the analysis of simple effects, the obtained differ­
ences between ears appears to be mainly due to the marked 
differences for the two right-handed groups. The mixed and 
two left-handed groups do not show significant differences 
between ears. This would seem to imply some differences 
among the handedness groups in strength of earedness. Further 
support for this conclusion is given by the trend analysis 
which shows a significant linear relationship between the 
efficiency of the right ear and handedness. This shows that 
as the strength of right-handedness increases so too does 
right ear efficiency. An almost significant linear trend 
was found for the left ear which shows a tendency for left 
ear efficiency to decrease as strength of left handedness 
decreases. This is, in fact, the type of relationship pre­
dicted. These findings make it impossible to accept the null 
hypothesis without reservation. It would appear that the
19
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underlying linear relationship, particularly between handed­
ness and right-earedness, was overshadowed on the other 
analyses by wide within-group variation.
The Contingency Coefficients involving handedness, 
eyedness and footedness show significant correlations for 
all three combinations, because of the different schema 
used for describing and comparing these aspects of lateral 
dominance, it is difficult to compare these results with 
those from other studies. Support can be given to Humphrey' 
(1951) findings in which 71 per cent of his strongly left- 
handed group were also left-eyed. Nevertheless the correl­
ation between hand and eye was the smallest of the three 
computed. All three are highly significant, however, which 
would seem to indicate a certain degree of intra-individual 
consistency, a  larger scale study, oossibly including a 
measure of individual earedness, would probably yield more 
definitive information.
Bryden (1965) also found right-ear superiority for 
right-handers but no significant difference between ears for 
left-handers. However, his left-handed group showed greater 
variability than the right-handers which would not appear to 
be the case in this study (standard deviations are shown in 
Appendix a ).
The lack of difference between ears in the two left- 
handed groups would be consistent with the theory advanced 
by Hecaen & Piercy (1956;, Milner et al (1965-) and Benton 
(1965) which maintains that many left-handers have not 
developed the same degree of hemisphere specialization as
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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the majority of right-handers have and are, to some extent 
at least, ’•ambilateral" for speech. In view of ICimura's 
(196l) findings one would therefore expect these left-handed 
groups to show little or no difference between ears, as they 
did in the present study.
On the other hand, according to some authorities such 
as Goodglass & Quadfasel (19 5*+) and Penfield & Roberts (1959), 
many left-handers have left hemisphere speech representation. 
Estimates of the proportion of such cases vary but the major­
ity fall in the 50 to 60 per cent range. If this is so then 
there may have been ten or twelve of the 20 Ss in the two 
left-handed groups in this study who were ’’left-brained” for 
speech and therefore, according to Kirnura, right-eared. This 
would tend to minimize the difference between ears for these 
groups. By the same token, a much smaller proportion of the 
right-handers (estimates of six to ten,per cent have been 
advanced) were probably left-eared. This would have a much 
smaller effect on group means. Thus this theory could also 
account for the obtained results.
To decide between these two possibilities, a refinement 
of the dichotic listening technique used in this study would 
be necessary so that the dominant ear for each individual 
could be ascertained instead of dealing only with group means. 
This would require more elaborate equipment so that the 
equality of reproduction of both tracks of the tape could 
be achieved, as well as a more precisely balanced stimulus 
tape. It would also be desirable to obtain some measure of
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hearing for each ear for each subject and then to balance 
the volume for the two ears accordingly.
Another less costly improvement might be made in the 
dichotic listening test. Within-group variation might be 
decreased through the use of more practice at the beginning.
In this study, only two, 3-pair series were used for practice. 
Observation of the subjects seemed to indicate that they 
were unprepared for the first 5-pair series. The Ss seemed 
to flounder and experiment with different methods of report­
ing etc. Only after the first three to five, 5-pair series 
did most Ss appear to "settle down" to a more consistent 
performance. It might prove useful to use three to five,
5-pair series as practice before beginning testing.
In this study, the moderate right group emerged as 
deviant, at least for the left ear. The difficulty in ob­
taining subjects for this group was unfortunate. A slight 
modification, of Harris' scoring standards might serve to 
ease the situation for future projects. But it was not just 
the smaller number of subjects which contributed to the 
deviation of this group. Within this group was the most 
extreme pair of scores in the whole study. It was obtained 
from a subject who became very emotional during the dichotic 
listening test. If this subject was dropped the mean for the 
left ear for this group would be raised while that of the 
right ear would be lowered slightly. Such action would also 
destroy the balance of earphone position (as discussed on 
oage 12) and further deplete the small - r o i v n ,  larger scale
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study mould make at feasible to drop subieets mho riau.i f-'nst 
market emotionality during tastier. It mould also lessen 
fie of feet ok a fern deviant scores.
Whatever else can to said for tie rather lodrrieite 
results obtained in this study, they do appear to support 
the '’rovinv body of oni.nior which states that loft-handed-■..a o  *■'
ness is not simply the mirror irma-e of ripht-han.dednoss.
There still appears to be a preat ('leal to be learned about 
the nature of lateral dominance.
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This study undertooh: To .....ssess the relations hi p Pe- 
t\rren handedness, u s  n e a  surer] h o  the Parris hosts, and 
os.ro t--: os s , u.s non. so I'O T Ts o, dichotic lihtonin r tost. If 
tl'OUra 1 C (ll'hl) rCEU.1 'O’ : O C  V'..lin . then b'/ in n lale. t i o n  
light should also ho shed ■on td-c relation ship bct'wecn handed­
ness and ceroirsl cs'unoscs for speech.
Forty-eight university students osre selected ~n the 
bus is of thoir ratings or tne th;rris Toots in us; effort to 
obtain ten Sr; in each of too five handedness gro’gg;. (T,':o 
■’odorutfi right group hud only eight). The nmi;cv; of dg ;jfjs 
correctly roc or ted froo ouch oar on bl'e dl eboti. o 11 serening 
toot sore subieoted to statistical analysis.
In the analysis of variance, the interaction beiavcer 
earednosc and hamlet incse did not suite .re.' eh slg;"; fiounce.
: v difference Potheen ours, ' h l d i  iw.s statistically signifi­
cant, on further examination ungears to ho ’laiuhlg h u  to the 
rai'hod difference for the tae righ.t~h.an :ed u v:;:gu. T’:e 
aired -roue ah cl the t'uo left-bunded grotra- did not shea any 
significant ru.i’forenco in earedness.
significant; ascending lincs.r trend uns form1 in t ,o
scores for the right ear. Per the left ear the trend, nltnooug., 
linear ana in the predicted direction, did not guile reach 
significance. Thus it can be concluded that there is protdaly
2b
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•.. I4/.'1 nr rel,...tio:': shi''. ’"'ot'reer hcrod of’nr eg '''arodn o n:: bo b
it tends to be hirt^ or. by the ’rithiw- ';ron? variation, ’hi rib a--’ 
yen caret ai Lb a. ro';:b;o':or1 - lob ~>tc ti 04~OatV' tee’n 'a ,uo i r 
nor  ' e b .  This s t u d y  does ten-- to supojr % by i n  ay.anlioa '• 
least, the theory that speech reyresoatation in laf c--hanbers 
is not oiaoiy lha :'irwr ■'r,,ya of that la riyht-haaiers.
The scciOi ’a a i ' y  c J a s i b e r a  I,.inn...:. 'a.i th e  d o r ii ;,ce 'a. Lae 
eye and f o o t  shoo.' a f a i r l y  s i r o n y  c o r r e l a t i o n ,  h e t a e e n  ha,ndad~- 
n e s s  ey e d o ia s s ,  a ^ a c c c e ie s s  and. f  no t a a a e s s , a^r; eye  . .e a :
and! f o o t e d ;  r i a ; ,  "'be's V/on'M eaa;.e t o  b a u i c a t c  s o1 a, " o . y 'e .  -at 
intrindividual consistency.
..'<36873 
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it, lie 2 
Individual Scores
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APPEFDIX A (Cont'd)
Table .3
Individual Scores 
Mixed-Handed Group
Sub.
No.
Karri 
tiGx hand
s Tests 
Eye Foot
Dichotic
Right
JJj CL P
Listeni
Left
Ear
np
Earphone 
Position
5 F M R M 56 52 normal
5 M M R R IB 51 reversed
15 TP f. ,-r i* r l+O 16 normal
2b M M L M 3b. 31 reversed
29 M M pAt R 52 17 normal
39 M M M R 2b 2? normal
5f F M L *rJj 35 19 normal
58 M M 1 L 5o 36 reversed
62 F M ii M pac~ y 32 reversed
63 F K L 35 32 reversed
Mean 35.7 OO 0C -. /  *  j
Standa rd Deviation 7.71 B. 9 ) .L
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APPENDIX A (Cont'd)
Table u
Individual Scores 
Moderate Left-Handed Group
Sub.
No. Sex H
Harrii
rind
.s Tests 
Eye Foot
Dichotic Li 
Right
-piJjcl X
sterling
Left Earphone 
Ear Position
6 F 1 L M 36 5-3 reversed
7 F 1 L L 31 17 normal
16 F 1 1 E 29 32 reversed
23 M 1 r H 2B 11 normal
26 F 1 L R 26 33 normal
26 F 1 r R i+0 25 normal
33 M 1 L L 3^ ko normal
3« M 1 r i:t 33 35 reversed
5-b Vfi/i 1 1 M 2B 35 reversed
5o M 1 R E kk 3b reversed
Mean
Standard Deviation
33.1 
5.2k
30.9
9.71
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APPENDIX A (Cont'd)
Table 5
Individual Scores 
Strong Left-Handed. Group
Sub.
No. S ex
Harris
Hand
Tests
Eye Foot
Dichotic I 
Right 
Ear
.As ten 
Lef u 
Ear
ing
Earphone
Position
1 M L L L 23 9-4- reversed
10 F L L M 19 *+o reversed
16 M L L M 33 30 normal
17 F L L M 20 3h reversed
27 F L L L 9-9- 9-1 reversed
30 M L r M 27 29- reversed
*+1 K L M L 32 26 normal
9-5 M L TU M 37 21 normal
60 F L T,;x\ 3o 25 normal
7‘r F L L L 32 37 normal
Mean
Standard Deviation
31.1
7.16
32.2
7.619
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USED FOR DICHOTIC LISTENING
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APPENDIX b 
Table 1
Numbers used for Dichotic Listening
Series No. Track 1 Track 2
a 618 296
b 8 52 636
1 39289 66761
2 2 6k/6 51357
3 16798 36252
6 53623 91616
5 65318 67929
6 92782 31536
7 51617 26698
CJ 65965 187.32
9 87661 62965
10 36926 86157
With earphones in 
went to the right
the normal position track 1 
ear and track 2 to the left.
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APPENDIX C
THE HARRIS TESTS OF
l a t e r a l d o m i n a n c e
3*+
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THE HARRIS TESTS OF LATERAL DOMINANCE 
Record Blank
2nd Edition
Name.................................................................................................... -Age.. , .Date.............................. Examiner..
1. Knowledge o f Left and Right
R hand  L ear  R eye..
H A N D  DOM INANCE
2. H and Preferences R ......
.1 Throw a ball ............
.2 Wind a watch ............
.3 Hammer a nail ............
.4 Brush teeth ............
.5 Comb hair ............
.6 Turn door knob ............
.7 Hold eraser ............
.8 Use scissors ............
.9 Cut with knife ............
.10 Write ............
3. Simultaneous W riting  
No. of Reversals:
R   L.......................
Co-ordination better: .....
4. H andw riting
Time:............R...........  L............
Co-ordination better: .....
5. Tapping
Number: R ...........  L............
Co-ordination better: .....
6. Dealing Cards
Time: R...........  L.............
Co-ordination better:
7. Strength of Grip (optional)
R  L  R........ L........
EYE DOM INANCE
8. Monocular Tests
.1 Kaleidoscope ............
.2 Telescope ............
.3 Sight rifle
Eye ............
Shoulder ............
9. Binocular Tests
.1 Cone: .....................................
.2 Hole: ....................................
10. Stereoscopic Tests (optional)
.1 Teleb: R % L.,...... % Supp?.,
FOOT DOM INANCE
11.1 Kick
Pref..............  Other........... Better..
11.2 Stamp
Foot used............
■%
RATINGS
Test
1
KNOWLEDGE OF LEFT AND RIGHT
Confused Hesitant Normal
HAND DOMINANCE
L L M R R
2 : : • :
L I M R R
3 J : : :
L L M R R
4 : * : :
L L M R R
5 : : : :
L L M R R
6 J : :
L L M R R
1 : : : :
L I M R R
EYE DOMINANCE
:
L L M R R
8 \ : : :
L L M R R
9 : I :
L L M R R
10 ; :
L L M R R
FOOT DOMINANCE
11 : : : :
L L M R R
11.1 * : *
L L M R R
11.2 : : :
Family Background: 
Conversion: 
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- 3 -
Name..,
Name..
TAPPING
'D3S..................... 3LUIJL...................PUBH
•33S...... 3UIIX..... PUBH
R  Hand.
C
C
C
C
L Hand
P
P
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